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1. INTRODUCTION
The Emmaboda borehole heat storage is not only an energy research project but also
a way to achieve a more efficient industrial production and at the same time a more
sustainable and efficient use of energy at the Xylem Water Solutions AB in
Emmaboda, Figure 1. The company is the world’s leading manufacturer of
submersible pumps and mixers. The plant handles the whole production flow, from
molten metal to finished products. The plant is operated 4400 hours per year and
large amount of waste heat is generated by the production e.g. cooling processes.
The heat storage, which stores heat from the summer to the winter, was taken into
operation during 2010.1,2,3
Current project, “Long term evaluation of the borehole storage at Emmaboda until
2015-05- 31” was supported by the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA) [Dnr: 2012001272, Pnr: 35868-1]. In this final report the first five years of operation is
evaluated and discussed. Based on the results and discussion recommendations for
the future are given.

Figure 1 The Xylem manufacturing plant at Emmaboda, Sweden. The location of
the heat storage and culvert are marked red.
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SEAs motivation to support the evaluation was that this type of industrial waste heat
application has a great energy saving potential (~1 TWh). The storage which is
mainly charged during the summer and discharged during the winter season, without
any heat pump, has a great news value and has practically no negative environmental
effects. Another reason for the interest from SEA is that the high temperature storage
technology also is applicable on

solar energy systems. SEA states that it is

important to collect, document and share knowledge about the usage of this storage
technology.

2. OBJECTIVES
The overall objectives of current project were to document and analyze the function
of the storage system by careful evaluation of its first five years of operation. More
specifically, this means to:


Document original construction/design and measures taken to improve its
operation during the same period all measurements shall be documented in
the report.



Analysis of operational and functional experiences based on measured data
and other observations.

There are several waste heat sources, within the industrial process at the Xylem
factory, which becomes a valuable resource with a well-functioning heat storage
system. Andersson et al 2009 described this concept, including the anticipated
economics and the result of environmental assessment issues. It was shown that a
Borehole Thermal Energy Storage (BTES) would serve as way of conserve and
utilize a substantial amount of waste heat from the industrial process. The idea was
to store the excess heat for later use in space heating of the plant. Since no heat
pump is used for the extraction of stored heat, the storage temperature must be
relatively high before it can be used for direct heating. Most of the heat is generated
by a foundry, directly from chilling melt ovens, and indirectly by extracting energy
from the ventilation system and from a water basin used for cooling by a cooling
tower. Available energy sources at that time are shown in Table 1.
6

Table 1 Annual heat sources for direct recovery and for storage
Direct use

To BTES storage

o

(MWh/a)

(MWh/a)

55-70
60
65-70

1 500
2 500
200

1 200
2 200
200

-

4 200

3 600

Supply temp.
Heat source
From ovens
Ventilation air
Minor sources
Totally

( C)

The storage design assumed a heat injection of 3 600 MWh during the summer
season of which some 2 500 was predicted to be recovered for space heating during
the winter season. The working temperature was set to approx. 60/40oC. The main
objective was to reduce the Xylem’s dependence of externally supplied heat, which
is distributed by district heating. The system for extracting waste heat from different
sources connected the BTES system in a way that all surplus waste heat can be
stored and recovered is shown in Figure 2

Figure 2 Outline of how waste heat, from different sources, is connected to the
internal heat distribution net from which it can be stored in the BTES.
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3. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM

3.1. Location of the store
At first the storage was planned to be placed inside the factory area. Due to lack of
space, it was eventually located to a garden outside the factory ground, Figure 1. It is
seen that the site is close to a dam. To connect it to the internal DH system, an
insulated culvert pipe (red line) was placed at the bottom of the dam. Apart from that
disadvantage, moving the site from the factory ground has shown a number of
advantages when it comes to construction issues, such as handling of soil masses and
space enough for drilling equipment.

3.2. Site investigations
Site investigations and design of the project were carried out in 2009 with a partial
support from The Swedish Energy Board [Andersson 2010] 4 . Initially two test
drillings were made, each one 150 m deep in order to analyze the geological and
drilling conditions at site. The holes were drilled by the ODEX-method through the
overburden and DTH with air through the rock. Samples were taken and structures
of the rock were recorded as well as the hydraulic properties. After drilling, the
straightness of the two test holes (TH1 and TH2) was measured. The results are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Results from test drilling placed at the southwest corner (TH1)
and NE corner (TH2) of the borehole field.
Soil
Airlift
Test Hole
Casing
Deviation/direction
Depth
capacity
No
(m b gl)
at 150 m depth
(m)
(l/min)
TH1

9.4

18.0

800

3.5 m NE (2.3 %)

TH2

5.0

9.0

Dry

7.5 m W (5.0 %)

TH2 turned out to be almost dry and had a limited number of week zones, while
TH1 entered a fracture zone at 33 m that showed a substantial flow capacity. This
test hole also showed weathered and unstable conditions in the upper part of the
bedrock. Based on that information the borehole field was somewhat adjusted,
hoping to avoid as much water holding fracture systems as possible and deep drilling
8

with casing.
The drillings indicate an overburden that mainly consists of glacial till. With the
thickness of soil decreasing towards the eastern border of the borehole field makes
the underlying bedrock surface to slightly dip towards the west. The samples show a
rock that mainly consists of reddish grey to light grey granodiorite. However, and
especially towards the bottom of the holes, there are an increasing number of
amphibolite dykes. These are commonly 2-5 m in thickness, but both holes ended
within a thicker bed of black to greenish black amphibolite. In average, the content
of granodiorite is in the order of 22 %, while the reddish grey granodiorite (contains
red feldspar) represents 33 % and the light grey granodiorite 45 %.
For an optimal function of the BTES system it is of interest to have as straight holes
as possible. For this reason the two boreholes were drilled with different setups of
steering equipment. In borehole TH1 a 3-point deviation control was used and in
TH2 a 2-point control. As shown in Table 2 the deviation is less with the 3-point
system. However, the assembly, a specially made flange on the outer tube of the
down-the- hole-hammer, showed to be very expensive and was for that reason not
further used. Instead, the 2-point system was chosen and it was assumed that a minor
deviation, such as 5-10 %, would be acceptable from a functional point of view. The
reason for that is that boreholes normally tend to be influenced to follow the same
week structures in the bedrock, keeping the deviation practically the same for all the
boreholes.
Finally a TRT-test was performed in order to verify the results from two older tests
in the same rock some 70 m away at the other side of the dam. The value of obtained
thermal conductivity in TH2 was 3.0 W/m, K. This was in the average of the two
older tests that showed 2.8 and 3.2 respectively and as basis for design the value
from TH2 was used. The test also showed an average rock temperature of +8 oC. The
test was performed with a prototype of the new borehole heat exchanger (BHE) in
the borehole, see further next chapter. The test indicated a low thermal resistance of
that prototype to be 0.02 K/ (W/m) and this value was used for the design
[Andersson 2010]4.
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3.3. Hydrogeological conditions
The hydrogeological conditions play an important role when it comes to selection of
storage site and design of system. In this case a site was chosen that enables a steady
groundwater level all over the year. As shown in Figure 3 the groundwater table in
the rock is governed by the close situated dam that in turn is regulated to minimum
level. This ensures the function of flow through the borehole system under vacuum
conditions and would not been possible else.

Figure 3 Principle outline showing the location of the HT-BTES related to the
groundwater level in the rock that connects to a regulated dam
Figure 3 also points out a large fracture zone at the western border of storage. This
was established by the test drillings and confirmed by a pumping test. The fracture
zone caused the location to be somewhat moved towards opposite direction but
could not be fully avoided. Another reason for changing the placement of storage
was that the thickness of overburden grows thinner towards east. The replacement
caused the drilling cost to be reduced by less drilling of casing. (Drilling down
casing cost 3-4 times more/m than drilling an open hole in the rock)
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3.4. The BHE design
As part of the project Pemtec AB developed

two different borehole heat

exchangers (BHE) that were tested in the test holes.
The BHE that was decided after this test
consists of a double tube solution, with
inner and outer spacers every 10 m, see
Figure 4 and Figure 5. The annular
space between the two tubes is filled
with water that is separated in shorter
sections by swelling rubber. In this way
the confined water will help in
insulating the inner pipe of the BHE
In Figure 5 some details of the BHE is
shown. The function of the flanged
connection is believed to make the
water to rotate in the annular space
supporting an efficient heat exchange
with the borehole wall. The inner tube
dimension is DN40 and the outer DN
90. The flange has an outer dimension

Figure 4 In this open circulation system
the circulated water (the heat carrier) is
in direct contact with the borehole wall.

of 110 mm.

Figure 5 Construction details of the new BHE. The outlet joint at the bottom of
BHE- string (left). A dual pipe connection with a swelling rubber seal (blue band) on
the inner pipe (right).
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3.5. Initial simulation of the storage operation
The design of storage i.e. number of boreholes, borehole depth, borehole spacing and
borehole configuration, was based on simulations by the Duct Storage Model
(DST)6. Different size of storage was analyzed as well different depth and distance
between the boreholes. In these simulations an annual heat injection of 3600 MWh
was assumed. If this heat is injected at a temperature of 60oC some 2500 MWh was
estimated to be recovered at an initial extraction temperature of 55 oC, which
gradually falls to 40 oC at the end of the recovery, see Figure 6.

Figure 6 The storage design was based on the performed initial DST simulations..

In this simulation all the stored energy is seasonally stored i.e. the storage is not used
for short term injection and extraction. By using the storage also for short term
storage the injected and extracted heat would increase considerably [Andersson
2010]4.
At the time for the simulation no attention was given to insulation of the storage, or
that it also would be used for short term storage during the winter season. Another
change of system after the simulation design is that the storage is operated in two
flow directions with storage from the bottom and upwards and withdrawal from the
12

top and downwards. In this way the temperature of the heat carrier should be
favored. Taken these three additional factors into account it has later been estimated
that the recovery factor would be somewhat increased after the storage has matured.
This estimate is based on the results from a similar HT-BTES storage in Luleå
[Nordell 1994]5, that was used as a reference in the Emmaboda project.

3.6. Storage Configuration
The simulations showed that the optimum storage design would be 140 boreholes (10
x 14), 150 m deep, with a borehole spacing of 4 m. The holes were drilled within a
rectangular field which is divided into seven sections A-G each with 20 wells, see
Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7 Plan of drilled boreholes at the Emmaboda BTES. The seven sections and
the location of the 140 boreholes and two monitoring holes (in red) with three
temperature sensors (GT1 at 117 m depth and GT2 at 70 m and GT3 at 100 m
depth).
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The HT-BTES is located in a park with a small river separating the storage from the
factory area. There is also an old dam, which was once built for the old mill of the
area, see Fig 1. An insulated culvert pipe (red line) which is crossing the river
connects the BTES to the heating system of the factory area.
These seven borehole sections A-F are individually opened or closed, for injection or
extraction of heat depending on the storage temperature.
.

Figure 8 Plan showing how the storage area is divided into seven sections (left) and
the pipe system on top of storage before it was covered by sand and thermal
insulation (right)
Two holes are drilled for ground temperature measurements (in red). One hole is
located outside the storage volume (GT3 with one temperature sensor at a depth of
100 m) while the other hole is located in section E (GT1/2 with temperature sensors at
70 m and 117 m, respectively)
The sections of the storage enable better temperature stratification and a possibility to
maintain a higher temperature in the center of the storage. Heat is injected or
extracted from the storage by the two larger pipes (DN90) that are connected to each
section. The top surface is thermally insulated with a 0.4 m thick layer of foam glass.
14

The border of the storage area, confining the boreholes, is 36 x 52 m. The storage
volume is defined by its rock volume i.e. the penetrated bedrock volume plus half a
borehole distance (2 m) outside that volume. This means that the plan area of the
storage is 40x56 m. The depth of the boreholes is 150 m including 2-8 m soil drilling.
However, the pipe system ends at the depth of 146 m. With a ground water table at 2
m below borehole heads, the effective borehole length is 144 m. By assuming that the
storage volume reaches half a borehole distance (2 m) outside the penetrated volume
also at the bottom the storage volume has a thermal active depth of 144 m.
Consequently, the total storage volume is 40 x 56 x 144 m = 322,560 m3. The storage
encounters seven parallel coupled sections, A-G, of which three forms an inner
“hot core”, C-E. The latter is for short term storage at high temperatures during the
winter season. Within each of the sections 20 holes are coupled in series two by
two. Each section is connected to two field manifolds, one for supply and one for
the return. These are in turn connected to two main manifolds, se Figure 8, which is
now placed in a minor building.

3.7. Control and Monitoring (CM-system)
The system is designed in order to reverse the flow direction depending on mode of
operation, charging or discharging the storage. The flow rate is frequency controlled
to vary between approx. 3 and 20 l/s. The flow rate to each section can be altered by
means of regulation valves and the sections that shall be active can be chosen.
The monitoring system contains a large number of temperature devices and also
pressure recorders in order to automatically operate the storage, and to detect
operational problems. There are also two monitoring boreholes of which one is
placed in the storage and the other a few meters at the side the SW corner, see Figure
8 (left). There are also temperature measurements on top and bottom of the
insulation in order to monitor the insulation efficiency. Finally there are also a
couple of vacuum pumps installed with the purpose to continuously degas the heat
carrier. The data from the CM-system is continuously recorded and can be plotted
against time. By these types of plots the function of the system can be analyzed and
based on that operational measures be taken. An example of plotted operational data
is given Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Plotted values of flow rate (blue), supply temperature (red) and return
temperature (green) for seven days with storage of heat in August 2011.

4. CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCES

4.1. Drilling of the borehole field
All together 140 boreholes were drilled with 140 mm casing and 115 mm open hole.
Three of these holes had to be abandoned because of drilling-failures, and new
boreholes were drilled close to the failed ones. The drilling took place during the
winter season 2009-10 and was finalized in late spring. For drilling the casing an airdriven hammer with ODEX equipment was used, and a conventional DTH with
button bits for the open hole. In average two rigs were used, but occasionally even
three. The drilling contractor (Zublin Sweden AB) predicted time for the drilling to 8
or 9 weeks. However, heavy snow fall and low temperatures and other tuff
conditions extended the actual drilling time to 11 weeks.
One major delaying factor was a less drillable rock than expected. Water producing
fractures and unstable cross zones became a time consumable factor for a large part
of the boreholes. Some 30 % of the holes had an air-lift capacity of more than 500
l/min and had to be grouted to seal the fractures. Some 5 % had to be grouted twice,
and another 6 % had to be re-drilled due to problems installing the BHE. In two
cases a new borehole entered an already completed one, causing damages to the
16

installed BHE. Still, the major part of boreholes, approx. 65 %, were drilled without
major problems, see further the statistics in Figure 10.
Air‐lift yield (l/min)

Figure 10 Drilling statistics obtained from daily drilling reports.

4.2. Borehole deviation
In 21 randomly picked boreholes, the straightness was measured by a gyro
inclinometer. In this case the inclination was logged every 10 m. The result is shown
in Figure 11. At a first glance it looks like a randomly spread deviation but at a
closer look the major part is deviates towards NE-NW. However, there is a minor
group of holes in the SW corner of area that is deviated toward SW outside which a
monitoring borehole (TH1) is situated. This is of special interest, since this borehole
reacts with a higher temperature than expected, see Chapter 7.2.4. In general it is
believed that the deviations are a result of the rock structure. The drift at 150 m
varies between 4 and 26 m, with an average of approx. 16 m. Since most of the
boreholes are leaning in the same direction, or groups of direction, the thermal
function of the storage is judged not to be seriously influenced by the deviation
disturbance.
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Figure 11 The direction of borehole deviation for 21 randomly picked measurements.
Each plot for each hole corresponds to 10 m intervals. The map is oriented S-N

4.3. Installation and functional test of BHE
For the installation of the BHE, special installation equipment had to be developed.
The target was to set 10 BHE each day (3 weeks). However, initial lack of skill,
cleaning of boreholes, and other types of interruptions made the installation to take 5
weeks. Still, at the end all BHE but two were installed to the target depth, 148.5 m
for the bottom-weight and 146 m for flow slots.
The function of the boreholes was tested during and after installation by flushing
water through the borehole string. The water was pumped from and to a container
at a flow rate of 0.5 l/s. The inlet and outlet pressure was measured by manometers.
All together 132 boreholes were tested and 73 % of them indicated tight conditions
while 16 % lost some of the flow and 11% had no return at all, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12 The functional tests of the boreholes by flow and pressure measurements
indicated that several holes are hydraulically connected to each other.
The flow tests revealed that the flow resistance for boreholes with full return was in
the range of the predicted one (40-50 kPa at a flow rate of 0.5 l/s). In the holes with
no or partly return the injected water entered one or several nearby boreholes. This
indicates a cross-flow of the heat carrier between some of the holes, but is not
expected to harm the storage function. Finalization of the construction phase and
functional tests
Finally the boreholes were connected with a DN40 surface pipe system of the same
material as the BHE (PPE PN10). Some 2 800 m pipes (DN40), 14 field manifolds
(DN110) and 530 m of main pipes (DN90) were laid on a surface of medium sand.
As shown in Figure 8 the DN90 pipe was finally connected to two main manifolds
(DN200). In the next phase the system was filled with water and air was removed by
flushing each of the seven sections. It was experienced that removal of air was not
that easy. However, by installing ventilation valves on the field manifolds the system
was finally put into a first functional operation test in early July 2010.
The rest of the summer 2010, the surface pipe system was left uncovered. The idea
was to perform all functional tests before the insulation and a soil layer with
insulation was covering the pipe system. It was also of importance to have the pipes
adjusted to thermal expansion by flowing high temperatures through the pipes before
the coverage took place.
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Eventually, in early August 2010, the system was put into production and the flow of
each section and each pair of boreholes were tested during the rest of the summer. It
was found that four out of 70 borehole doublets were inactive at surface due to
“hydraulic shortcuts”. This was shown by using a heat camera and by manual
measurements directly on the pipes. In general, the different sections seemed to
function as expected as shown by the infrared photo.

Figure 13 Heat camera photo of the pipe system during charging, Aug 2010.
In the early winter season the storage was covered by 0.75 m of overburden. At
bottom there is 15 cm of sand and on top of that 40 cm layer of foam glass. This
insulation material consists of expanded recycled glass with a thermal conductivity
of 0.13-0.15 W/mK. On top and bottom of the foam glass a geotextile was placed.
The final layer consists of approx. 20 cm organogenic soil - today forming a flat
lawn.

5. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES

5.1. Start-up in 2010
Due to a late start and operational problems with gas in system, the storage of heat
during the summer season was limited to approx. 580 MWh. This caused the storage
temperature to increase by approx. 5oC. The plant had a number of shut downs
already in late September due to cold nights (no available heat to inject) with failed
restarts in the mornings.
20

During the winter 2010-11 steps were taken to solve the gas problem by installing a
temporary working degasser. This was run for a month till the plant was shut down
for the winter. Meanwhile investigations were carried out in order to find a
permanent solution for handling the gas problem. It was recognized that gas will be
produced at least until the storage reach its highest temperature. This is due to the
decrease of solubility of gas with increased temperature (Henrys law). It was also
shown that the vacuum pressure (-0.4 bar) under which the system is run enforce the
stripping of gas. Based on these experiences it was decided to install permanent
vacuum pumps and to start up a chemical monitoring program the following year.

5.2. Operation the year 2011
In March 2011 the charging of the storage was started up again, still with severe
circulation problems. To avoid the loss of circulation city water was added in order
to keep the pressure at functional level. During late spring 2011 it was shown that
the chemistry of the water being circulated in the storage loop was of uttermost
importance not only for gas stripping but also for potential problems with clogging
and corrosion. Adding city water to the heat carrier showed to cause high
concentrations of oxygen. For this reason a chemical monitoring program, which
meant monthly recording of relevant data, was started. Measured data of pH and
content of oxygen are shown in Figure 14.
In May 2011 permanent vacuum degassers were installed. These are placed at the
two main manifolds; see earlier Figure 8. The volume of gas is automatically
recorded, see Figure 14. Approximately 60 l/day was released from the supply side
during the summer 2011, but only 4 l/day from the return line.
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Figure 14 The content of oxygen in the heat carrier was critical at the start of 2011
(left) as well as the volume of gas that was extracted (right).

Due to an initial high content of carbon dioxide and oxygen it was predicted that iron
was dissolved in heat carrier (from the rock and the steel pipes). Samples taken from
a filter indicated that iron precipitated in the heat exchanger. For this reason the
exchanger was flushed a couple of time during the spring. In June it was taken apart
and revealed a massive sedimentation of both dirt and iron hydroxide, see Figure 15.

Figure 15 The first cleaning of the heat exchanger revealed precipitation of dirt,
cuttings and iron hydroxide
Due to a mild autumn heat injection continued until December. At the end of the
year 1845 MWh of heat was stored that increased the temperature of the store with
approximately 20oC.
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5.3. Operation the year 2012
During the winter months the heat carrier was continuously circulated, but only
through the main pipe system and at the end of February the storage was put in
operation. Due to high content of gas there were several occasions with stop of
circulation. At the very start in February city water had to be added in order to have
the circulation to run properly. Perhaps that was the reason for the extra gas release
that occurred during the spring. In April, and as an extra ordinary measure, the field
manifolds were used for degassing the total system. It was not until mid-May the
system was able to run in a regular manner.
As a maintenance action the heat exchanger was flushed at the end of July. This
cleaning did not show any significant improvement but the flow resistance decreased
with some 5 kPa at a flow rate of 18 l/s.
From August up till the end of the year the system was run without any operational
problems and during 2012 some 2150 MWh of heat was stored increasing the
storage temperature to be slightly above +30oC at the end of November.
In Figure 16 the operational situation in early October is shown with five sections
open for storage at a flow rate of 17 l/s (marked yellow). If all sections are opened a
maximal flow rate of approx. 20 l/s is obtained. This means a little bit less than 3 l/s
per section. The sections to be opened is automatically altered, but with priority for
the ones in the middle (C, D and E).

5.4. Operation the year 2013
In late 2012 more heat sources were added to the storage system, i.e. a heat pump
working with a pump test basin as the heat source. This increased the possibility to
store heat during the 2013 season. However, due to a long and cold winter the
storage of heat during the first months were at a very low rate at the beginning of the
year. It was not until April that a significant amount of heat was stored.
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Figure 16 Operational conditions Oct. 3, 2012, showing a heat injection power of 750
kW. The inlet temperature is 42.1 and return is 31.5oC. The monitoring wells show a
storage temperature of 31oC and 16.3 oC at a distance of approx. 10 m from the
storage. Heat is only injected in the yellow sections at this occasion.

For the first time since the start no severe problems with gas were encountered and
the storage could run under practically undisturbed conditions the full year. Due to
the enlarged system for heat sources considerable amount of heat could also be
stored during the three weeks’ vacation shut down of the plant.
As during 2012 the heat exchanger was flushed at the end of the vacation period.
However, this time no improvement of the function was seen indicating that the no
significant precipitation of solids had been taken place.
In late October the first operational recharge of heat from the storage was undertaken
over a weekend, see Figure 17.
Another recovery of heat was performed the following weekend in which 10 MWh
was extracted from storage. These tests showed that the recovery mode of the system
worked as planned.
At the end of the year approx. 3270 MWh was stored and a temperature slightly
above +36 oC was reached.
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Figure 17 The very first recovery of stored heat took place October 19-20. Some 11
MWh was produced.

5.5.

Operation the year 2014

Starting the storage of in March the 2014 the temperature in the central part of the
storage had dropped with approx. 2.5oC giving a hint of how much the losses
actually influence the temperature of the storage. However, over the year the system
worked without any major interruptions and slightly 3 270 MWh of heat was stored.
This raised the temperature from +33.5 oC in March to +42.8 oC in October. In the
autumn it became clear that there were restrictions for storing regarding the supply
temperature. This showed to be too low under longer periods to allow full storage
load capacity. At the end of year approx. 150 MWh of heat was recovered,
preferably at weekends in December.
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5.6. Operation the year 2015
Except for a slight damage on the circulation pump, the function of the plant has so
far (October 15) worked without any severe technical problems. Hence the storage
of heat has continued, however, somewhat restricted due to the earlier described lack
of a steady high supply temperature. Although some 1.9 GWh was stored up till late
September the temperature in the center of the storage volume was only increased
from 38oC to 43oC, see Figure 18. During three weekends in late September/early
October approximately 50 MWh of heat was extracted. More details about injected
and extracted energy and measured ground temperatures are given in Section 6.
Without any storage losses the temperature increase would have been about 10oC.
So, part of the difference is explained by increased storage losses with increased
storage temperature but also that the storage is not at steady state. A considerable
part these heat losses are due to a smooth increase of temperature in the rock
surrounding the active storage also visible in the GT3 data of Figure 18.

Figure 18 The temperature development in the center of storage at 70 m (blue), at
117 m (green) and 10 m outside the store at 100 m (red), from May 2011 to
September 2015.

5.7. Storage Benefits for Xylem’s Production
The creation of the high-temperature storage has yielded several positive effects that
were not foreseen in early analyzes. Initial studies included mainly waste heat from
the foundry and this energy statistics was the basis for the management’s approval to
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build the heat storage.
Along the way, increasingly more opportunities to use waste heat from various
processes in the plant have been developed. It has in many cases contributed to
increased process stability through more efficient cooling systems. Cooling
machines (heat pumps) are now used to deliver a fixed low cooling temperature
compared to the old system which was based on municipal water or outside air.
This solution means the cold side of the heat pump is used for process cooling while
the hot side is connected to the internal heating system and ultimately to the borehole
storage, see Figure 19.

Figure 19: Outline of various heat sources that (currently) are connected to the
heating cooling system at Xylem in Emmaboda, Sweden. Increasingly more heat
sources have been added during the five years of operation.

This means that the system can always take advantage of residual heat in an
environmentally sound manner and to reduce water consumption for cooling
processes. The COP in such processes is usually around 5 during favorable
temperatures conditions.
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Some processes and systems, which were not included at the beginning, has become
an integrated part of the energy system are e.g. server halls, storage zones in
paintings, cooling of air compressors, switchgear, pump tests, etc.
Another great advantage of the storage is that it can produce comfort cooling to
premises which had a high temperature in summer - mainly the foundry. This is
possible by extracting heat from outside air during hot days while and the chilled air
is then used for comfort cooling. This function has contributed to better working
environment on the premises with a history of high ambient temperature.
In this type of applications, that uses both the cold and hot side of the heat pump,
verified measurements show a gross COP of 9.
Many of these systems would have been difficult to justify if we had not had the
opportunity to always have a provision for the residual heat in the form of seasonal
storage in the borehole bearing.

6. MEASURED OPERATION DATA

6.1. Supply and Return Water Temperature
The water temperature has been monitored since the start of operation in 2010. We
have had problems with the measurement and data collection system. Data losses
have frequently occurred during the first years. Still, we have a good picture of how
the supply and return temperatures varied over the years. The monitored supply water
temperature is considerably lower than the temperature that was assumed in
performed pre-studies, which led to the realization of the project.
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Figure 20 The supply water temperature to the Emmaboda storage 2010-2015.
As seen in Figure 6 the presumed water supply temperature was anticipated to be
constantly 60oC while the actual supply temperature is much lower, see Figure 20.
As a consequence of the “too low” injection temperature also the actual return
temperature was lowered, see Figure 21. As discussed later the increasing storage
temperature constrains the load capacity. It starts when the storage temperature
reaches 40-45oC, i.e. gets closer to the temperature of the injected water. In Figure
20 and Figure 21, this limitation show as a gradual lowering of the temperature
difference between supply and return water temperatures. See also the decreased
injected heat during 2015 in Figure 22 and Table 3 further down. However, the drop
of injection heat in 2015 is mainly due to a longer shutdown of one of the larger heat
pumps.
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Figure 21 The return water temperature from the Emmaboda storage 2010-2015.

6.2. Energy

6.2.1. Heat Injection
Current report summarizes the storage operation at the Emmaboda BTES between
July 2010 and September 2015. As seen from the measurements in Figure 22 and the
heat injection has increased each year as more and more heat sources are included.
Totally, 11875 MWh has been injected into the BTES system, see Table 3.
The energy “measurements” are calculated values based on measurements of water
flow rate and water temperature difference between inlet and outlet temperature to
and from the storage system. These measurements are recorded at various intervals,
usually every 5 minutes. However, there are a lot of missing data in the records.
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Figure 22 Measured heat injection (MWh) at the Emmaboda BTES. Heat injection
is indicated by blue and heat extraction by red color.
The accumulated heat injection over the years is 11875 MWh until the end of
September 2015, see Figure 23. This graph shows that the annual heat injection is
increasingly larger for each year, except for the 9 months that are included for 2015.

Table 3 Measured heat injection (MWh/month) at the Emmaboda BTES.
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total

Inj.Heat

Inj.Heat

Inj.Heat

Inj.Heat

Inj.Heat

Inj.Heat

Inj.Heat

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

Jan

0

0

5

5

0

10

20

Feb

0

1

18

4

0

26

49

Mar

0

13

135

16

414

55

632

Apr

0

101

111

165

288

180

846

May

0

258

326

397

413

326

1719

Jun

0

279

341

364

337

236

1557

Jul

187

201

276

317

500

259

1739

Aug

238

360

352

356

419

277

2003

Sep

144

330

335

400

409

283

1901

Oct

7

193

177

323

399

1099

Nov

1

99

73

31

96

300

Dec

4

9

0

0

-2

11

Total:

581

1845

2149

2377

3271

31

1653

11875

Figure 23 Measured accumulated heat injection (MWh) into the Emmaboda BTES

6.2.2. Heat Extraction
As seen in Figure 22 some heat has been extracted. So, only two years of heat
extraction are included in this evaluation. As seen from measurements in Figure 22,
Figure 24 and Table 4, the heat extraction started in the autumn of 2013. This first
year of heat extraction was more like a test run. Much more, but still very limited, was
extracted in 2014. Totally, 198 MWh was extracted from the BTES system between
2010 and the September 2015; see Figure 24 and Table 4. If the heat extraction during
the end of 2015 is similar to that of 2014, another 100 MWh will be extracted until
the end of 2015. The accumulated heat extraction from the Emmaboda BTES is
shown in Figure 25
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Figure 24 Measured heat extraction (MWh) at the Emmaboda BTES.

Table 4 The measured heat extraction (MWh/month) at the Emmaboda BTES.
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total

Extr.Heat

Extr.Heat

Extr.Heat

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

MWh

Jan

0

0

0

0

0

31

31

Feb

0

0

0

0

0

15

15

Mar

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Apr

0

0

0

0

0

18

18

May

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

Jun

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Jul

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Extr.Heat Extr.Heat Extr.Heat Extr.Heat

Aug

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sep

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

Oct

0

0

0

8

0

8

Nov

0

0

0

31

52

83

Dec

0

0

0

0

37

37

Total:

0

0

0

39

89

33

70

198

Figure 25 Measured accumulated heat extraction (MWh/month) from the
Emmaboda BTES.

6.3. Ground Temperature
From the start of operation in June 2010 until the end of current evaluation period in
September 2015, considerably more heat has been injected (11875 MWh) into the
storage volume than the amount of heat that has been extracted (198 MWh). Some of
this heat has been lost through the ground surface into the atmosphere and while most
of the heat has been conducted into the surrounding bedrock, which consequently has
been warmed up. The remaining heat has resulted in an increased storage temperature.
Three temperatures are measured in the bedrock inside and outside the storage
volume. These temperature gauges are placed in two boreholes as shown in Figure 7.
Two temperature sensors are located in one borehole inside the storage volume (GT1
at 117 m depth and GT2 at 70 m depth) and another is placed in GT3, 10 m outside of
the storage volume, at a depth of 100 m. Some temperature measurements were also
made in the soil cover on top of the storage volume, close to the surface, on top of
ground thermal insulation and below ground thermal insulation.
Measured temperatures are shown in Figure 26 - Figure 28 (see also Figure 18). The
measured ground temperature at especially 117 m show small sudden deviations from
the expected slow temperature change that should take place. This kind of rapid
temperature change cannot happen in the storage volume, if heat transfer takes place
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by heat conduction only. However, similar rapid temperature changes in the bedrock
were observed in the Luleå heat Store [Nordell, 1994]5. In that case it was found that
the sudden temperature change at a depth of 35 m was to 100% correlated to
precipitation in form of rain.
This is probably not the case in Emmaboda but the open circulation system through
the boreholes causes forced convection in the bedrock between the boreholes and also
in fractures to the surrounding bedrock. This will be further investigated in order to
find out if it is just a measurement error of something else that causes this problem.

Figure 26 Measured ground temperature at a depth of 70 m from ground surface.

Figure 27 Measured ground temperature at a depth of 117 m from ground surface.
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Figure 28 Measured ground temperature at a depth of 100 m from ground surface.

6.1. Overburden Temperatures and Effect of Insulation
The ground surface temperatures were measured just above and just beneath the
thermal insulation that is covering the storage, see Figure 29. As seen the mean
temperature difference over the thermal insulation varies from 11oC to 13oC at the end
of the measurement period.
By using annual the mean temperature difference between the temperatures on both
sides of the thermal insulation it is possible to estimate the heat loss through the
ground surface on top of the storage area. This one-dimensional heat flow is given
(W/m2)

q

λ

Here,

is the thermal conductivity of the ground thermal insulation and Δ

the

temperature over the thermal insulation which has the thickness Δ . So, the mean
heat loss through the surface area of the heat storage is
q

0.1

.

3

(W/m2)

The corresponding annual energy loss during one year is then given by
multiplying the mean energy loss by the number hours during the year (8760 h).
e

q

x 8760 h

26280

W
m

26.3 kW/m

Since the storage area is 40 x 60 m, Figure 7, the ground surface area of the
storage is 2400 m2. The total heat loss (Eloss) through the storage surface to the
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atmosphere thus becomes
E

26.3 x 2400

63072

kWh
year

63

MWh
year

Since the annual stationary loss is about 1000 MWh the heat loss trough the
thermally insulated surface on top of the storage is about 6% of the total loss.

Figure 29 Ground surface temperature just above and just beneath the 0.4 m of
foam glass thermal insulation covering the storage area.
Without any ground thermal insulation the heat loss would have been considerably
greater. Then the heat would flow from the bedrock surface at a mean temperature
of approximately 50C through the 5 m soil overburden, to the ground surface with
an annual mean temperature of about 10. This would mean a heat loss of
q

1

8 (W/m2)

70.1 kW/m ,

which means a total annual heat loss through the surface area of 168 MWh. Hence,
the estimated benefit of the insulation is decreasing heat losses by approximately
100 MWh/year.
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6.2. Chemistry of the heat carrier
As earlier described, the heat carrier is in principal groundwater that is circulated
under vacuum conditions through the storage. Since the flow loop is in hydraulic
connection to the groundwater in the rock, the pressure in the circulation loop is
primarily controlled by the groundwater level and secondly by friction losses
through the system. The groundwater level is more or less steady over the year.
This is a result of favorable hydrogeological conditions where the water level of
the regulating dam relates to the groundwater level in the rock.
However, the chemistry of the heat carrier has become an important issue to
follow since an unfavorable development may cause operational problems in the
form of corrosion, clogging and in worst case shut downs.
By applying a monthly program for sampling and chemical analyses the chemical
development of the heat carrier has been analyzed over the years. The main
compounds analyzed are pH, Oxygen, Carbon dioxide, Iron and Conductivity, all
related to the current temperature fluid temperature. In addition full chemical
analyzes have been made once or twice per year.
The results from the monthly analyzes, starting the year 2012, are shown in
Figure 30
Prior to 2012, and partly also during 2012, analyzes show a disturbance of city
water added to the fluid in order to keep the circulation running. This was a
technical problem that is now solved and after that the values have been
stabilized enough to understand the properties of the water that is used as a heat
carrier.
As can be seen in the figure, the oxygen content has been kept at approx. 1 mg/l
since March 2012. The pH has steadily grown lower as a result of increased
storage temperature (from 20 to slightly above 40oC during the period). For the
same reason the CO2 has increased, while the content of dissolved iron shows a
decreasing trend till mid 2014 from where it starts to increase again. The same
goes for the Conductivity. An increase of these compounds enhances the risk for
corrosion of steel pipes in the system, especially the content of dissolved oxygen.
However, oxygen has stabilized at approx. 1 mg/l or lower and by using the
vacuum pumps continuously there are reason to believe that corrosion should not
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be a problem. The same goes for the carbon dioxide that, if aggressive, would
contribute to corrosion. In this case it seems that most carbon dioxide is released
as a function of increased temperature.
To better understand the chemical complexity full analyses have been taken. The
results of a selection of these are shown in Table 5.

Figure 30 Analyzed values of the heat carrier chemistry from Jan 2012 till Oct
2015.
Analyzes in the table correspond rather well with the field measured values for
these compounds and show the same tendencies. The alkalinity as well as
calcium and hardness increases and explain why the carbon dioxide in field
measured values increases. This is in turn judged to be a result of increased
storage temperature. Also the conductivity shows a slight increase that
corresponds to the field measurements. The increase is probably due to a added
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content of compounds in solution in the heat carrier. This may cause a problem
with precipitation (clogging) in the future.

Table 5 Selected compounds of some full chemical analyzes the years 2012-2015.
Compound/Unit

Aug
2012

Jun
2013

Oct
2013

Apr
2014

Jun
2014

Sep
2014

May
2015

pH

7.0

6.9

6.8

6.9

6.8

6.9

6,8

COD, mg/l

3.84

6.14

6.26

6.63

6.90

7.41

7,07

Cond. mS/m

31.6

36.4

35.8

39.8

40.1

40.1

46,7

Alkalinity, mg/l

170

190

150

230

210

210

240

Hardness, odH

6.42

7.53

6.62

8.44

7.63

8.07

8,58

Ammonium, mg/l

0.15

0.14

0.18

0.24

0.24

0.22

0,20

< 0.50

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

0.58

1.45

1.08

<0.50

1.42

1.04

1,28

< 0.04

<0.04

<0.04

<0.04

<0.04

<0.04

<0.04

Chloride, mg/l

14.8

17.4

14.7

13.9

18.1

15.4

15,4

Iron, mg/l

11.2

12.7

11.8

1.24

13.6

10.6

12,3

ELOF Fe, mg/l

-

0.10

0.33

0.03

0.25

0.03

0,12

Calcium, mg/l

35.9

42.1

36.6

47.1

42.4

46.0

48,5

Magnesium, mg/l

6.02

7.09

6.47

8.01

7.33

7.07

7,74

Sodium, mg/l

14.0

17.4

18.6

22.9

22.7

24.7

30,7

Potassium, mg/l

5.27

5.81

5.65

6.66

6.32

6.62

6,71

Manganese, ug/l

1340

1930

1700

2030

1960

2010

1850

Copper, ug/l

8.0

62.4

9.47

12.8

38.5

10.4

16,2

Aluminum, ug/l

1.84

3.12

1.35

0.62

0.95

1.26

1,27

Nitrate, mg/l
Sulphate, mg/l
Phosphate, mg/l

The iron content is somewhat higher (often above 10 mg/l). This may be a result
of that solid iron in the form of sludge is included in the full analyzes. This is
partly indicated by analyzes made of the water after aeration and filtration
(ELOF) that only contain complex iron bounded to organic colloids. The values
of COD tell that such colloids are at hand. The source of iron may be the rock
(borehole walls) but may also be corrosion products from the steel pipes in the
system.
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The conductivity is steadily increasing. This indicates that the fluid has an
increased content of dissolved solids in general. This may eventually lead to
precipitation of solids in system components (clogging)

6.3. Release of gas
Recently an attempt has been made to analyze the gas that is released from the
vacuum pumps. These analyzes are not yet fully understood, but indicate that the
main compounds are nitrogen and carbon dioxide followed by minor contents of
oxygen and water (vapor). There are also traces of a number of other gases that
indicate a biochemical active process in the heat carrier, preferably by influence
of methane, sulfur and nitrogen bacteria.
The vacuum pressure is certainly one reason for the gas release, the increased
temperature another. Gas is almost constantly striped from the fluid especially on
the supply side of the pump (at heat injection). Much less is released on the
return side. To separate the gas from fluid two vacuum pumps are applied, one
on each main manifold, see Figure 31.

Figure 31 Vacuum pumps for gas extraction are placed at each main manifold. The
collection is made in cylinders that have a volume of approx. one liter each. By
counting the number of release from these the volume of gas extracted over time
can be estimated.
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The supply side at the injection (the lower in the figure) side has so far disposed
approx. 65 m3 of gas up till October 2015, while the one on the return line
disposed only approx. 6,5 m3. An explanation could be that the fluid returns from
the storage with a lower temperature than the supply temperature and entering
the circulation pump at an even lower vacuum pressure. Passing the pump and
then being heated again in heat exchanger would certainly decrease the solubility
of gases. This gas would then to a large extent be released from the supply
manifold.
Even considering that the measured amount of gas is under vacuum pressure it is
still more than double the theoretical amount derived from low pressure and
increased temperature. One explanation for this is that carbon dioxide (a main
component in the gas analyses) is a part of the increased alkalinity to which it
stands in equilibrium. An obvious second source is oxygen that is continuously
added to the fluid by diffusion.

6.4. Friction losses in the system
As can be seen in Figure 32 the friction losses over the storage are approximately
35 kPa at full flow rate and all sections opened. This friction loss has been steady
since the early start of the plant and indicates that no severe clogging by
precipitation of carbonates or iron has taken place over the first five years of
operation. As shown in graph the friction losses all together in the loop are
approximately 110 kPa. The vacuum pressure at the suction side of the pump is
normally around -60 kPa. However, occasionally it can be as low as -70 kPa,
creating a risk for boiling at that point. This may in fact be the reason for the
interruption of circulation that occasionally occurs.
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Figure 32 Average friction losses over the heat carrier loop at maximum flow rate,
separated into flow components. The storage is marked in red.

Figure 32 reveals that the loss in the culvert, which has a length of about 130 m,
corresponds to 50% of the losses. It is of special interest that, despite a higher
temperature, the loss in the supply line of the culvert (30kPa) is larger than in the
return line. This is probably due to the higher content of free gas bubbles in the
supply side of the system earlier mentioned in the former chapter. In other words, it
supports the theory on how the gas release is obtained on the suction side of the
circulation pump. Then the gas content increases further when the fluid is heated
passing the heat exchanger.
The increased vacuum pressure on the suction side of the circulation pump is not
only a risk for boiling, but will also increase the risk for cavitation damages inside
the pump. You may also expect the heat exchanger (HEX) to have an increased flow
resistance caused by air bubbles. However, studies made on the pressure drop over
the HEX have not indicated any measurable such tendencies. The HEX has also been
studied with respect to clogging by looking at temperature drops from the primary to
the secondary side during the year 2013-14. This study showed no clear traces of
clogging. However, in the autumn 2015 there are indications that the temperature
drop has start to increase. For this reason an inspection and possible cleaning of the
plates is planned the upcoming winter season, 2015-16.
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7. SIMULATED RESULTS

7.1. The Numerical Model
Different simulation models have been used to simulate the behavior of the plant. In
this final evaluation the DST (Duct Storage) model was used, partly because it was
also used in the predesign of the storage system. [Hellström 1989]6.

7.2. Simulation Results
In performed simulations of the storage operation actual data were used until the
summer of 2015. After that a steady-state heat injection of 3600 MWh was assumed.
It was also assumed that the system annually delivered 2700 MWh for heating. For
the cases when a heat pump is assumed part of delivered heat originates from the
driving energy of the heat pump and thus correspondingly less is extracted from the
BTES. So, if a COP =10 is assumed 2455 MWh is extracted from the BTES while the
driving energy of the heat pump 245 MWh and the total heat delivered is 2700 MWh.

7.2.1.

Injection/Extraction Temperatures, no heat pump

It is seen in Figure 33 that the simulated supply temperature i.e. the temperature
injected into the storage. No heat pump is used for the heat extraction, which is the
operation that was originally planned. The supply temperature is peaking at about
65oC in 2016 and after that it is lowered with time down to just below 60oC. The
reason for the peak is that heat had been injected for years and very little had been
extracted. Now, suddenly in 2016 the first full heat extraction (2700 MWh) was done.
It is also seen that the storage mean temperature is going down to just below 40oC.
This is the systems balance temperature at which the stationary heat loss is exactly
3600-2700 = 900 MWh (25%). Also the return temperature is seen in this diagram
and the maximum return temperature, which was a few degrees above 50oC in 2016,
went down to a few degrees below 50oC with time. These two temperatures underline
the problem with the existing system, the supply and return temperature are too low.
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Figure 33 Supply and return water temperatures from the BTES, and the mean
temperature of the BTES storage volume. No heat pump is used for the heat
extraction i.e. this case is the operation that was originally planned.

7.2.2.

Injection/Extraction Temperatures, with heat pump

Simulations were also made for the same task i.e. a heat injection of 3600 MWh and a
heat extraction that together with the driving energy of the heat pump amounts to
2700 MWh. In such case a higher COP will result in less driving energy, i.e. more of
the heat is extracted from the BTES.
The main idea of using an industrial heat pump for the extraction is that such a system
will produce any desired return temperature. It is also easier to extract the heat from
the BTES since the supply temperature to the storage could always be made low
enough to obtain the required amount of energy.
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Figure 34 Supply and return water temperatures from the BTES, and the mean
temperature of the BTES storage volume. Here, a heat pump is used for the heat
extraction to get high enough return temperatures.

7.2.3.

The effect of varying COP

The supply and return water temperatures (i.e. the injection and extraction
temperature) and thus the storage temperature both vary with the COP of the heat
pump as shown in. Figure 35 and Figure 36. The amount of injected heat is 3600
MWh for all the simulated cases but the amount of extracted heat from the storage
volume is reduced with increasing COP, see equation below. The reason is that the
system in all cases delivers 2700 MWh of heat. Part of this heat is driving energy for
the heat pump, which is reduced with increasing COP (see Table 6).
Extracted Heat

2700 ∗

COP 1
COP

Table 6 Heat extraction (MWh) from the Emmaboda BTES, for different COPs
COP

3

4

5

6

7

8

No HP

Extr.Heat

1800

2025

2160

2250

2314

2353

2700
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Figure 35 Supply water temperatures from the BTES for heat extraction HP with
COP 6-10.

Figure 36 Return water temperatures from the BTES for heat extraction HP with
COP 6-10.
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It is seen in Figure 35 and Figure 36 that both the water injection temperature and the
extraction temperature increase with lower COP of the heat pump. The reason is that a
lower COP means that more less is extracted from the storage while the same amount
is injected. At first it might feel wrong but remember that the extracted heat plus
driving energy adds up to the total heat supply (3600 MWh) from the storage system.
So, a lower COP means more driving energy and thus less heat extraction from the
storage.

7.2.4.

Storage Temperature

In previously performed calculations, the ground temperatures were always 2-4oC
lower than measured temperatures [Nordell et.al. 2014, 2015] 7 8 . This was an
unexpected result (the opposite would have been much easier to understand) and we
spent much time on explaining this observation. We only had a three measured
ground temperatures and the best borehole with two temperature sensors were located
10 outside the storage volume (see Figure 7).

Figure 37 Simulated ground temperature (GT3) at a depth of 100 m. The borehole is
located 10 m outside the presumed storage volume, see Figure 7

It is obvious from Figure 37 that the measured temperature (blue line) is considerably
greater than the simulated ground temperature 10 m outside the storage volume. So, it
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was assumed that the temperature sensor must be located closer to the storage
volume. Since the location of GT3 had been carefully determined it was later
established that the boreholes of the storage volume deviated towards the
measurement borehole, see Figure 11. Therefore the location of the GT3 sensor was
determined (matched) by simulating the ground temperature at different distances (2
m, 5 m and 10 m) from the storage volume. As seen in Figure 37 the 10 m distance
(from the storage) gives too low temperature and 2 m distance too high temperature
while 5 m distance from the storage volume gives the best result, i.e. is most close to
the measured temperature.
By assuming that the planned annual injection / extraction of heat (3600 MWh / 2700
MWh) is reached from 2015 and thereafter, the ground temperature at GT3 (5 m from
the storage volume) at a depth of 100 m would become stable with annual variation
close to 30oC, see Figure 38.

Figure 38 Simulated ground temperature at a depth of 100 m and 5 m from the
storage volume (GT3).
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The simulated mean temperature of the storage volume is shown in Figure 39. The
reason for the temperature drop, from 45oC to 40oC after 2016 is that the annual
heat extraction was increased to 2.7 GWh.

Figure 39 Simulated mean storage temperature for the annual heat injection of 3.6
GWh and annual heat extraction of 2.7 GWh, without heat pump for heat
extraction.

The problem is that the storage temperature is too low, since the injection
temperature is mostly below 60oC- Consequently, it is not possible to supply the
desired return water temperature from the storage to the buildings (50-55oC, see
Figure 6) without a heat pump.
However, by assuming that an industrial heat pump was used for the recovering the
stored heat it would be possible for the system to operate according to the initially
planned energy balances and temperatures.
The same simulation (heat injection/extraction 3.6 GWh / 2.7 GWh) but with a heat
pump for heat extraction gives an a first glance paradoxical result. The resulting
mean storage temperature becomes a few degrees higher with a heat pump, than for
the case without a heat pump. The reason is that that the same amount of heat is
injected into the storage but less heat is recovered from the storage.
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7.2.5.

Heat losses

Normally, the heat loss is determined as the ratio of extracted/injected heat. Since
very little heat has been extracted from the BTES almost all heat that was injected
between 2010 and 2015 has been “lost”. At the same time this heat is not really lost
as it has raised the storage temperature and also the temperature of the ground
surrounding the storage.
It takes several years before the steady-state heat loss is reached and the storage
system has reached a thermal equilibrium. During this time the storage and the
surrounding ground have warmed up and the difference between the mean storage
temperature and the ambient ground temperature balances the heat loss.
The stationary heat loss from a storage system like this is preset by the presumed
heat injection and heat extraction. This loss equals the difference between the two
i.e. 3600 MWh – 2700 MWh = 900 MWh (25%) in the case that no heat pumps are
used for heat extraction.
If a heat pump is used for extraction, part of the 2700 MWh is from the driving
energy of the heat pump and less heat is thus extracted from the ground, see Eq. (1)
and Table 6. This explains also why a system that includes a heat pump for
extraction results in a higher mean storage temperature than a system without heat
pump, see Figure 39. This is also obvious from Figure 35 and Figure 36 that show
the supply and return temperature from the storage as a function of the COP of the
heat pump.
The stationary heat loss through the top of the storage and to the atmosphere was
estimated in Section 6.1. It was shown that temperature difference over the ground
insulation was about 12oC. The resulting heat loss q

0.1

.

3 (W/m2)

The corresponding annual energy loss during one year is then given by
multiplying the mean energy loss by the number hours during the year (8760 h).
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Since the storage area is 2400 m2 the annual heat loss through the top surface area
of the storage becomes 63 MWh i.e. ~ 6% of the total loss. Without thermal
insulation of top of the storage the estimated heat loss would be 168 MWh.

8. ECONOMY
Even if it is not part in this evaluation it might be of general interest to address the
economy of the borehole storage.
The investment of the storage, pipes and the technical room with the circulation
pump and heat exchanger included, was calculated to approx. 10 MSEK1 (2009).
The actual cost after end of construction in autumn 2010 the cost landed on approx.
11 MSEK. The extra cost was preferably related to the drilling and the measures that
had to be taken caused by weather conditions and grouting of boreholes. With
additional costs for the operator (Xylem) and consultancy etc. the grand cost for the
plant, ready to be operated, is estimated to be in the order of 12 MSEK.
The energy cost for having the waste heat stored and recovered is only related to the
frequency regulated circulation pump with a maximum power consumption of 11
kW. The mean operating power over one full year is estimated to 5 kW with 6 000
operating hours. This means an electricity consumption of 30 MWh for storing and
extracting heat in the order of 3 000 MWh. This makes a COP of approximately 100
and is in an economical perspective of less importance.
The cost for supervision and maintenance was rather high the first two years of
operation due to fact that a number of technical problems had to be solved,
especially related to the gas problem. The total cost for measures that were taken
under this period is estimated to approx. 1 MSEK. This cost should be looked upon
as an additional investment cost, including a minor technical house at the borehole
field. However, since 2012 the supervision and maintenance cost has been
drastically lowered. The current estimate is that this maintenance cost will be in the
order of 0.1-0.2 MSEK annually for the next coming years.
Looking at the total system with a number of measures taken to enlarge the waste
1

1€ ≈ 9.30 SEK
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heat recovery, and to create a sustainable process cooling system for whole industry,
the borehole storage has shown to play an important role. As illustrated in Figure 40
the dependence on of the external heat has been drastically cut. In addition the
working environment has been improved especially in the foundry and the use of the
cooling tower has drastically been decreased, saving water and electricity.

Figure 40 The consumption of external district heat since the enhanced recovery by
heat pump installations and the construction of borehole storage.

Bearing in mind that just a minor portion of the stored heat has so far been recovered
and utilized, there is a large potential to increase the benefit from the storage. At this
point of time (end of 2015) the storage contains at least 12 GWh of heat that is not
utilized. The current value of this heat at a price of 700 SEK/MWh for district
heating is around 8 MSEK. However, it takes a heat pump to fully make benefit of
this heat, see further next chapter.

9. DISCUSSION

9.1. Restricted storage temperature with respect to heat sources
After reaching a storage temperature of maximum +45oC it seems senseless to
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increase the temperature further. This is due to the fact that a steady supply average
temperature seldom is more than 50-55oC, see Figure 41. This shall be compared to
the situation at the design stage some 7 years ago. At that time a temperature of +6065oC was at hand at least during the summer period, when most of the heat injection
was expected to take place (Andersson 2009).

Figure 41 Typical supply temperatures in august 2015, showing a variation of peak
temperatures in the range of 50 - 40oC.
One reason for the difference in the supply temperature between now and then is a
gradually increased efficiency of the cooling process in which the storage itself
partly is responsible. However, the main reason is the gradually development of
using low temperature heat sources for waste heat recovery. This is to a large extent
done by using heat pumps, which have a limited cost effective condenser
temperature to work with at a high COP, see
Table 7. This is showing the current heat sources connected to the internal grid for
heating. In practice these sources produce an average supply temperature of
maximum 60oC to the grid. From the grid to the heat exchanger of the storage a
couple of degrees are lost due to heat losses in the pipes. Finally another couple of
degrees are lost over the heat exchanger. The table also shows that the annual
potential for recovery is at least 8 GWh.
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Table 7 Capacity, annual potential energy and maximum temperature output from the
current (2015) connected heat sources
Heat source
T12 HP Foundry
T 12 HEX Foundry
W05 HP Paint
AC03 HP Computer hall 1-2
AD 03 HP UPS
AA 13 HP Computer hall 3
U12 HP Evaporation
J12 HP Air Compressor
J12 HEX Air Compressor 1
J12 HEX Air Compressor 2
E15 HP Test basin 2
F12 KVP Hardening ovens
T19 HEX Compress. central
Sum

Max. Capacity
(kW)
550
450
150
90
15
60
20
170
120
90
80
90
100
1985

Pot. Energy
(MWh/year)
3000
1000
400
500
80
400
50
1200
700
350
200
450
100
8430

Output Temp.
(oC)
55
55
60
60
60
60
60
60
70
70
60
60
70
-

The increased capture of low temperature heat sources by using a heat pump has
increased the potential for recovery. On the other hand the temperature level has
been somewhat lowered and it is obvious that the storage cannot be charged to the
temperature it was designed for, in a cost effective way. Instead these installations
have increased the amount of waste heat to the system and as a benefit created an
improvement of the working environment by free cooling.

9.2. Functional considerations
After some functional problems, mainly due to problems with gas in the heat carrier
the first two years of operation, the BTES system now works successfully. Still,
corrosion of steel pipes in the system and precipitation of carbonates (scaling) and
solid iron compounds should be considered as potential future problems. However,
the development of the chemistry of the heat carrier fluid indicates that no severe
corrosion should be expected in the nearby future. This is mainly due to a continuous
low content of oxygen.
An increased content of CO2 may be another factor to consider. It can already be a
component that increases the rate of corrosion, if it occurs in an aggressive “free”
form. Currently it is not clear if that is the case. The current impression is that CO2
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mainly seems to be released at vacuum pressure. If this is the case it may instead
cause a potential for precipitation of carbonates.
The vacuum pressure is around –70 kPa as lowest at the current storage temperature
(slightly above 40oC). This is close to the boiling point and an increased temperature
may cause the water to boil at the suction side of the circulation pump. It may also
cause cavitation damages to the pump.
These are all reasons for considering a lower storage working temperature than
designed and to use a heat pump for the major part of heat recovery from the storage.

9.3. Consequences using a heat pump for heat extraction
By lowering the working temperature of the storage to be 40/20 (30oC as mean) and
install a heat pump as support for heat extraction, a thermal equilibrium would
immediately be at hand, see Chapter 6 and Figure 34. The annual losses are then
expected to be approximately 25 %. As a bonus the storage loss would initially
decrease somewhat depending on a larger volume of surrounding rock mass that has
been heated up over the first 5 years of storage
Since it was already in late 2014 clarified that the targeted storage temperature
would not be reachable the consequences of lowering the storage temperature has
been studied (Karlsson 2015) 9 . In this study the efficiency increase by using a
lowered condenser temperature during the summer season was measured and a
preliminary size of a heat pump was chosen in order to optimize the recovery of
heat.
It was found that the COP of the existing heat pumps would be increased with 1.2 if
the condenser temperature was lowered with 12oC. This is concluded to save some
0.5 MSEK/year in operational cost.
As a basis for the sizing of the heat pump a heat load duration curve was constructed
showing that extraction of stored heat could cover the heat load down to around 0oC
outside temperature. This requires a heat pump with a condenser capacity of 800 kW
that seems to be economical optimal. The average temperature conditions allow this
pump to work at an average COP of at least 6.0.
The total system, a heat pump included at the storage considered, is illustrated in
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Figure 42. In the figure it is assumed that the heat losses are around 20 %, based on
the fact that the mean storage temperature will be some 10oC lower than assumed in
Chapter 6.

Figure 42 Principal flow chart of energy showing waste heat supply to the grid,
direct use, storing excess heat and recovery of heat using a heat pump as support
for extraction of stored heat.

With an energy cost of 500 SEK/MWh for electricity the cost for the waste energy
that is directly used or stored would be approx. 120 SEK/MWh coming from heat
pumps, while the one coming from heat exchangers (approx. 20 %) would be none.
These two sources mixed together ends up with an energy cost slightly less 100
SEK/MWh. This is also the cost of the heat that is stored. At recovery the heat cost
in the store has increased to approx. 120 SEK/MWh due to the heat losses during
storage (20 %). Producing the rest of the stored heat with a heat pump at COP 6.0
would at the end lead to supply 3 600 MWh to the internal district heating net at an
additional cost of 80 SEK/MWh giving a price of 200 SEK/MWh for the end user.
However, this is a worst case cost since some heat from the storage still would be
possible to extract by the heat exchanger, especially in the autumn. If assumed that
400 MWh is recovered this way, the recovery cost would be lowered to approx. 185
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SEK/MWh.
At the current (2015) price for external district heating of 700 SEK/MWh the cost
for 3 600 MWh is 2.5 MSEK. The energy cost for the same amount of heat coming
from storage system is at least 0.85 MSEK. Consequently, the calculated profit is at
least. 1,65 MSEK/year. An added investment of approx. 2 MSEK for a heat pump
installation would then be paid back in 1.2 years.

10. CONCLUSIONS

10.1.

Lessons learned

One lesson learned is that the site investigations should contain an accurate number
of test drillings. This will limit unexpected drilling problems caused by rock
structures. Furthermore, and in the Swedish type of climate, the drilling should
preferably be executed during the summer season. This will decrease the cost of
drilling with at least 10 %.
Adding new components, such as the new BHE used in this case, is a risk factor. In
this case, the installation took much longer time than calculated and also added to
the cost of the storage. However, the BHE used in this case functions successfully.
Problems with dissolved gas would be a common problem for any fluid in a closed
loop system that is exposed to an increased temperature. In this case the gas release
is partly due to an operation under vacuum conditions (controlled by the
groundwater level). To prevent from such problems, applications with totally closed
BHE may be preferred.
The operational experiences so far indicate that it will take time to have the storage
initially heated to a temperature level that allows recovery of useful heat for space
heating. The delay before the first recovery was in this case due to the delays in
construction and the initial problems with gas stated above. By proper planning and
another BHE solution such delays would have been prevented.
The large deviation (3-4oC) between measured and simulated storage temperatures in
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the bedrock has been analyzed. It was found that 340 MWh of heat that was injected
into the storage in 2010 was not included in the measurement (Andersson O., 2010).
The reason was that this heat injection was done with reversed flow direction which
means that the flow meter did not register this heat. The missing amount of energy
accounts for more than half of the too low temperature. By using better and more
monitoring boreholes in further HT-BTES projects deviations between measured and
recorded temperature values can be minimized.
Over the time for the project it has become clear that the supply temperature to the
storage is limited except for short intervals. This makes it more or less feasible to
reach a higher storage temperature than 45-50oC, unless the heat pumps are operated
at their maximum condenser capacities. However, this would drastically decrease the
COP of these heat pumps and also increase the cost for maintenance and decrease
the technical life time of these heat pumps. It seems a much better idea to store at a
lower temperature and use that extra cost for electricity to run a heat pump to
increase the supply temperature from the storage. This consideration should be
addressed in any new HT-BTES project.

10.2.

Recommendations

High temperature borehole storage (HT-BTES) such as the one at Xylem may be
considered not only as an efficient usage of waste heat. Potentially the same
technology can be used for seasonal storage of solar energy in any types of climate.
In the industrial sector the same type of storage may also be applied for process
cooling. In the case of Xylem the concept has been developed this way. The reason
is that any heat source now being used results in a more effective cooling. Moreover,
the application of the storage as a “process chiller” has improved the indoor working
environment and saved fresh water consumption. These benefits should also be
considered in any future industrial applications.
Considering the actual plant at Xylem, this study points out a couple of changes that
are judged to improve the benefits of the plant. Based on the operational experiences
so far the following changes are recommended:


Lowering the working temperatures of the storage to be charged to temperature
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not higher than +40oC.


Installation of a heat pump with a condenser capacity of some 800-900 kW to
support the discharge of heat from the storage.

These two adjustments will drastically increase the function of storage and result in
the following main advantages.


The seasonally recovery of heat in the winter season will be drastically
increased due to the heat pump installation.



The losses of heat from the store will be reduced and possibly limited to approx.
20 % over one full year.



The COP of the existing heat pumps, that extracts heat from low temperature
sources, will be improved due to a lower temperature demand for storage, at
least during half of the year (summer season).



The risk for operational problems related to water chemistry (scaling and
corrosion) and content of gas in the heat carrier loop will be decreased.



A general conclusion is also that many of the upcoming problems would are a
result of the coaxial open borehole design. In hindsight a closed circulation
system would therefore have been preferred.
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